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Background

• ONC received comments from the public on the use of USPS Publication 28 in 

response to a request for information on patient matching in the 21st Century Cures 

Act proposed rule

• Our analysis of Pub 28 led us to conclude that it is insufficient for this purpose

• Promising public research on effects of data standardization on patient matching 

accuracy

• These and other efforts indicate the potential for improved patient matching through the 

development and implementation of standards

• Deliverable: A unified, cross-standards, healthcare industry-wide specification for 

representing patient address
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• Version 1 of Project US@ Technical Specification and AHIMA Companion Guide released 

January 7, 2022

• USPS Publication 28 as a foundation, maintaining alignment as much as possible 

throughout, with many new constraints and the addition of metadata

• Many health IT software developers use USPS standards to improve patient address 

standardization for improved mailability as well as other purposes

• Project US@ aims to meet health systems who already use these standards where 

they are by requiring only minor changes and refinements to what they already do

• Guidance is designed to support accurate patient matching while maintaining 

mailability as much as possible

• Technical Workgroup and Companion Guide Workgroup

Approach
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AHIMA Companion Guide

The optimal solution to accurately matching patient records is a 
combination of technology, processes, and people. 

• Uniformity of Practice

• Accurate patient matching relies on a number of other factors beyond standards and 
specifications

• Accurate and timely capture and management of patient addresses that support 
conformance to Project US@ and improve patient matching

• Uniformity of practice in the real-world application of Project US@

• Health information professionals, providers, health IT developers, federal and state 
agencies, and so on 

• Greatest impact can be realized by using both the Technical Specification and the AHIMA 
Companion Guide
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• AHIMA Companion Guide Workgroup built operational guidance based on the technical 
guidance outlined in the specification

• Modifications to specification triggered edits to the Companion Guide

• Same challenges and opportunities were discussed in both workgroups

• Efforts to ensure alignment throughout

• Beyond technical guidance, the AHIMA Companion Guide also references:

• Naming convention policies

• Data integrity and quality improvement

• Staff training

• Cleansing, mitigation and remediation

• Guardians, guarantors, children in foster care, incarcerated patients, etc.

• Identity verification practices, fraud prevention, identity integrity overall

AHIMA Companion Guide Development Process
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• Technical Specification and AHIMA Companion Guide, Version 2 (under draft)

• Equity

• HHS Equity Technical Assistance Center (ETAC) 

• Address and location data for American Indian and Alaska Native patients, Active-Duty 

Military and Veterans, Patients experiencing homelessness

• Engagement with IHS, VA

• Consumer Engagement

• Consumer Engagement workgroup w/AHIMA

• Geolocation data

• Standards + API

• Project US@ API Pilot

• Provider addresses

Project US@ 2022 and beyond
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Equity
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• HHS Equity Technical Assistance Center (ETAC)

• Consulting experts from Mathematica + Center for the Study of Social Policy

• Introductory call explored ONC’s priorities and motivation for the consulting engagement

• Experts reviewed version 1 of Project US@ Technical Specifications and Companion 

Guide

• Experts led an in-depth consultation with ONC and AHIMA to discuss and guide our 

thinking around: 

• 1) special considerations for patients experiencing homelessness, other 

underrepresented groups from an equity lens

• 2) other general equity considerations, including other populations to consider

• 3) with the goal that healthcare experience and quality is equitable for ALL patients

• Deliverable: Written feedback on each resource and summary memo

Project US@ Equity Assessment
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Consumer Engagement
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• Consumer Engagement section in Version 2 of the AHIMA Companion Guide

• Meeting patients where they are

• Background

• Consumer access to data

• Guardians and other caregiver considerations

• Consumer data correction

• Current technical landscape

• Stakeholder training and education

• Recommendations

• Example scripts

Project US@ Consumer Engagement
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Infographics
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Patient 
Infographic
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Health 
Information 
Professional 
Infographic
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Health IT 
Developer 
Infographic
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Project US@ in Federal Programs
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USCDI v3 

https://www.healthit.gov/isa/united-states-core-data-interoperability-uscdi
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Why USCDI Matters 

• A standardized set of health data classes and constituent data elements for nationwide, 
interoperable health information exchange

• Adopted as a standard in the ONC 21st Century Cures Act Final Rule

• Required for new Certification Criteria

• Required as part of the new API certification criterion, “standardized API for patient 

and population services” (§ 170.315(g)(10))

• Replaces the Common Clinical Data Set in these Certification Criteria:

• Transitions of Care document (create, send, and receive) (§ 170.315(b)(1))

• Clinical Information reconciliation and incorporation (§ 170.315(b)(2)) 

• Patient View, Download, and Transmit of their health data to 3rd party” (§

170.315(e)(1))

• Electronic case reporting transmission to public health agencies (§ 170.315(f)(5))

• Create C-CDA document (§ 170.315(g)(6)) 

• Access to data via APIs (§ 170.315(g)(9)) 
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Interoperability Standards Advisory
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Project US@
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AHIMA Patient Naming Conventions
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Project US@ API Pilot
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• … Pew suggests that ONC, in conjunction with other stakeholders, including the SDOs involved in 

Project US@, develop an application programming interface (API) to update current addresses in EHR 

systems to the US@ standard. Such an API, similar to the one already available through USPS to 

support address standardization for mail, would reduce the burden of implementing the new standard for 

vendors and for health care organizations. – Pew Research

• We would encourage ONC to mandate third-party verification/validation tools to update to the proposed 

standard in draft v1. We support the standardization and applaud the work to make patient matching 

streamlined. However, we have concerns that developing a native tool that conforms to this standard 

would be a big lift for the industry. Unless a verification/validation tool can be integrated into an EHR, the 

standards would rely on a user, and user error is inevitable. - MEDITECH

Example v1 Comments Received - APIs
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Project US@ API
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